
I Spy



Little Muslimah’s I Spy
Little Muslimah loves playing “I Spy”. Unfortunately, 
her little brother isn’t very good at playing “I Spy” - he 
just likes running around chasing butterflies!

Would YOU like to play “I Spy” with Little Muslimah? 
Great!

Little Muslimah has made up some “I Spy” riddles for 
you (with Mama’s help of course). Be careful, some 
riddles may not be as they seem!  You may need a 
grown up’s help.  

Have fun!  

In the Name of Allaah, The Most Beneficent, The Most Merciful

Note: The scenes in this e-book are taken from the book Little Muslimah, 
published by Minaret Press (2015).  

For more information please visit www.littlemuslimahbook.com



I spy ten flowers, four stars, two hearts, a tool for taming 
tangled hair and ten tiny toes up in the air.

I spy two handles, four hands, a knob, and 
a little girl ready to sob. 



I spy four tags, three books and two bags. I spy two little 
hands adding to the sale and three sun hats looking quite 
pale.  I spy a box of coins with no monetary value and an 

angry sky forecasting a deluge.



I spy two handles, a heart, a hairy hood and a swinging 
seat made of wood. I spy an umbrella all in a muddle and 

a flying, splishy, splashy puddle. 

Ahh-chooo!  

Alhamdu-lillaah!



I spy oranges that have been in a squeeze and a chair in 
the air hanging in trees. I spy an umbrella lazing around and 
five boots (not all on the ground). I spy a can all in pink and 

a curly tube for a fresh, fruity drink. 



I spy flowers on the go, sliding shells super slow and ten 
tomatoes all in a row. I spy two slimy gloves and a wheel 
not wheeling, some leafy greens and a gardener kneeling. 



I spy a skipping skirt, a pond in the dirt, four trunks and a 
wheel, and a chain and a heel. I spy some grass perfect for 

crickets, two handles, a glove and some distant pickets.



Coming!

Ready or not!

I spy three strings and some silhouette wings, some funny 
foot covers hanging around and a normal pair close to the 

ground. I spy seventeen pegs and two feet without legs. 



Ahh-chooo!  

Alhamdu-lillaah!
I spy two palms, four hearts and a 
rainbow pair, seventeen flowers and 
upside down hair. I spy an earth mover, 
a bottom in blue and a big wooden 

circle with a glowing view. 



I spy a blanket, a book, black socks, an 
overflowing basket and a boy twice in a 
box. I spy twenty fingers and a Mama in 
dreamland, a tiara, a tutu and a tissue in 

hand. 



Vroom, vroom!

I spy five stars, a study station and 
a vroom vroom vehicle driven by 
imagination. I spy a worshipper 
under attack, a black backpack 

and a spotty stack. 



I spy a pocket, four 1’s, and a vine. A magnifying glass, a 
belt and a nine. 

I spy green under a gown with proof of a missing snack 
printed in brown.  I spy pink petals and two sleepy heads, 

tucked up dreaming in their beds....zzzzzzzzzz 



Authentic Islamic traditions prohibit the creation and portrayal of 
beings with souls, i.e. people and animals. This prohibition applies 
to all forms of such depictions, including drawings, photographs, 
statues, and so on regardless of the technology used to create 
them. In particular, the traditions point towards the prohibition of 
portraying the head and the face. This book is an attempt at creating 
a children’s book that is both enjoyable and educational for children 
whilst at the same time keeping within the permissible Islamic bounds.
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